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Abstract
We developed a Inverted Pendulum Type Mobile Robot by sensory acceralation map using
inertial sensor. we investigated the stability range of gains for the Inverted Pendulum Type
Mobile Robot.We found that a modication for that mapping brings running mode to the
robot.By using an ultrasonic sensor, we were able to develop the robot that keeps the distance
from the wall constant. One-dimensional running was formed using this traveling robot and



















































???? _m ??? (1),(2)?????????
m(t+t) = m(t) + m (1)
m = ga + gv _ + gmv _m (2)
m(t)??? t?????????? (%)?????













ga = 4; gv = 1:6?????????????? gmv
?????? gmv = 0:000? gmv = 0:004????
??????????? 3???????????






?????????????? gmv = 0:004???
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mrun(t) = m(t) + gT (3)


















rR = (rmax   c)  tanh












mL = mrun  rL (6)
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